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the! international! expert! assistance!machine!when! it! arrives.!A! voluntary! set! of! international!
principles!to!improve!the!quality!of!crossBborder!expertise!is!also!needed!and!feasible.!
The!window!of!opportunity!for!building!the!foundation!of!a!more!democratic!and!just!Tunisia,!and!
the! corresponding! support! on! offer! from! internationals,! remain! open.! With! some! simple!










mature! moment! in! global! thinking! about! transitions.! Based! on! important! debates! among!
academics!and!practitioners!–!grounded!in!hard!lessons!from!places!such!as!the!former!Soviet!







international! community.! Such! new! perspectives! stimulated! talk! of! a! “secondBgeneration”!
approach!to!external!assistance!for!reform!processes!and!transitions,!premised!on!better!local!
context!knowledge!and!fewer!formulas.3!
The!Tunisian! transition! thus! arose! at! a! relatively! advanced!moment! in! global! thinking! about!








than! outside! intervention.! Just! as! importantly,! the! country’s! interim! government! adopted! a!
structured!roadmap!for!transition,!transparently!communicating!election!plans!for!a!Constituent!









international! expertise.! A! compact,! middleBincome! country! with! a! small! population,! settled!
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borders! and! no! history! of! mass! internecine! violence,! Tunisia! presented! internationals! with!
































the!main! actors! identified! by! respondents! in! each!of! these! and! reflects! the!dominant! views!
expressed!by!Tunisian!and!international!policymakers,!social!leaders!and!academics.!Each!of!these!
areas!is!a!high!priority!for!nationals!and!internationals!working!on!the!transition!and!will!continue!





































other! contexts,! while! nationals! tend! to! be! newer! to! the! “game”.! The! inherently! unnatural!
relationship!–!one!side!provides,!the!other!receives!–!also!affects!interactions.!Though!friendships!










and! confidence! that! many! intentions! were! bona! fide.! Frustration! and! confusion! were,!
nevertheless,!the!dominant!sentiments!voiced!–!a!reflection!of!direct!experiences!but!also!of!a!















Tunisians! interviewed! in!each!of! the! four!policy!sectors!routinely!expressed!feelings!of!being!
deluged!by!international!involvement.!For!many,!international!interest!came!in!the!form!of!an!
“avalanche”! or! a! “feeding! frenzy”.10! Large! numbers! of! actors! –! including! aid! agencies,! NGO!





















Tunisia! had! been! largely! closed! to! global! civil! society! activists! and! opened! quickly! and!
unexpectedly,!so!in!the!first!postBrevolution!weeks!little!context!knowledge!was!to!be!expected.!
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come! with! EnglishBlanguage! PowerPoint! presentations! –! the! same! ones! they! used! in! other!
countries!all!over!the!world”,!said!Hechmi!M’nasri,!a!microenterprise!expert!in!Gafsa.!“There’s!a!
massive!need!to!adapt!solutions!to!the!people”.19!A!further!obstacle! is!that!most!democratic!






serious! jobs”,! noted! a! Tunisian! professor! and! human! rights! trainer.! “A! lot! of! events! were!
continuously!scheduled!at!inconvenient!times,!and!this!is!still!going!on”.20!Tunisian!respondents!






















































burden!of! coordination,! knowing! that! they!will! not! retain! a! greater!portion!of! the! collective!




According! to! many! Tunisian! civil! society! groups,! finding! and! navigating! opportunities! for!
international!technical!assistance!is!a!great!challenge.!Information!is!scattered!in!each!of!the!four!
policy! sectors.! It! exists! on! websites! of! NGOs! and! embassies,! but! is! often! buried! deep! in!
partnership!initiative!pages!that!are!sometimes!written!only!in!English!and!unsearchable!through!
Google! in!French!or!Arabic.!Tunisian! interviewees!also!observed!that! internationals!too!often!


























Reactions! differed! outside! affluent! Tunis! neighbourhoods,! especially! in! the! southBcentral!
provinces!of!Sidi!Bouzid,!Gafsa,!and!Kasserine.!Residents!there!expressed!frustration!that,!in!the!

































Ministries!have!prepared!a! spate!of! sectoral! reform!strategies,! including!on! issues!examined!
here.29! Though! such! strategies! have! catalysed! improved! dynamics! between! nationals! and!
internationals!in!some!cases,!the!process!has!not!been!easy.!For!ministries!deeply!corroded!by!
decades! of! authoritarian! rule,! efforts! to! engineer! reforms! and! coordinate! international!
engagement! often! overlapped! with! the! need! to! address! inherited! institutional! problems.!
Numerous!ministries!were!reorganised!in!the!first!months!of!the!transition,!generating!pressure,!






















from! aid! agencies! and! embassies! –! expressed! an! inability! to! share! candid! criticisms! with!





















Openly! criticising! the! regime! frequently! resulted! in! personal! harassment! and! economic!
intimidation,! or! imprisonment! and! torture! in! the!worst! cases.!Most! journalists! did! not! dare!
overstep! their!bounds.!Unlike! in! the! former! Soviet!bloc,! there!was!not! a!massive,!organised!
underground!movement!of!dissident!writers!or!press.!!
In! this! general! atmosphere! of! unpreparedness,! a! host! of! new!media! sprang! up! early! in! the!
country’s!transition.!New!television!channels!like!TNN!and!Tounsia,!which!often!feature!political!
debates!and!satirical!programs,!became!popular.!Formerly!musicBonly!radio!stations!began!airing!








HAICA! will! be! Tunisia’s! first! truly! independent! media! regulatory! commission.! The! interim!




report! by! the!Carnegie! Endowment! for! International! Peace,! journalists! “continue! to!operate!
without! appropriate! resources! and! training,! and! often! under! questionable! professional!
standards”.38! Subjective! reporting,! hearsay,! and! tabloidBstyle! attack! journalism! clutter! the!
airwaves!and!newsstands.!Investigative!journalism!and!specialised!reporting!are!comparatively!
rare.! Outlets,! many! of! which! the! regime! had! engineered! for! complicity,! not! efficiency,! are!
struggling!to!craft!sustainable!business!models!and!effective!management.!!
The!sector! is!nevertheless!asserting! itself!as!a!major!new!voice! in!political!debate,!even!as! it!
sometimes! seeks! absolute! independence! from! state! control.! Civil! society! organisations! have!






























than! the! demand”,! said! Abdelkarim! Hizaoui,! general! director! of! CAPJC.42! Some! of! the! early!
opportunities,!however!–!such!as!study!tours!to!Eastern!European!countries!that!experienced!
media!reform!transitions!years!earlier!–!were!mentioned!positively.!














organisations! such!as! the! Institute! for!War!and!Peace!Reporting! (IWPR)!already!deliver! such!



























Some! Tunisians! expressed! desire! for! training! methods! aimed! at! reducing! dependency! and!








Technical!and!Financial!Partners! in!Support!of! the!Tunisian!Media!Sector,!an! initiative!of! the!




of! assistance,! but! it! is! well! known! and! generally! appreciated.! It!maintains! a! website!where!









































































































transition! and! have! led! police! training! in! conjunction! with! UNESCO! and! the! International!
Francophone!Network!for!Police!Training!(FRANCOPOL).!!
In!the!confusion!following!Ben!Ali’s!ouster!and!creation!of!an!interim!government,!some!actors!
“promised!more! than! they! could! provide”,! according! to! one!ministry! official.67! Eventually! it!
became!clear!that!only!five!institutions!(UNESCO,!the!ICRC,!FRANCOPOL,!OHCHR,!and!DCAF)!could!
deliver! modern! SSR! and! police! training! programs! suited! to! Tunisia.! “Everyone! tries! to! do!
everything! in! transitions,! and! some! things! end! up! falling! between! the! chairs”,! said! Joseph!
Schechla,!former!OHCHR!representative!in!Tunisia.!“It’s!hard!to!get!something!like!police!training!
going!if!you!don’t!have!the!knowledge!and!programs!in!place”.68!An!additional!complicating!factor!



















































For!Tunisian!NGOs!active! in!SSR!–! the!majority!of!which!sprung!up!after! the! transition!–! the!
ministryBcentric!approach!appears!shortBsighted.!They!criticise! international!organisations! for!
“exclusionary”!bilateral!engagement! that!puts! little!pressure!on! the!ministry! to! interact!with!
Tunisian!NGOs.81!Many!of!these!local!organisations—including!the!Tunisian!League!for!Human!
Rights,!the!National!Council!for!Liberties!in!Tunisia!and!the!Organisation!against!Torture!in!Tunisia!
–!provide!highBquality! information!about! the! context!of!police!abuse,!prison! conditions,! and!
victims’!experiences.!Yet!they!have!struggled!to!develop!horizontal!partnerships!with!one!another!




















official.86! “It’s! hard! to! know!what! they! want! sometimes”,! said! another.! “We! hear! so!many!
different!messages!coming!from!all!sides”.87!!
Frustrations!are!mounting!within!the!ministry.!According!to!Mohamed!Lazhar!Akremi,!former!
Deputy!Minister!of! the! Interior,! “the! Interior!Ministry! is!a!ministry!of! sovereignty”!especially!
sensitive!to!outside!intervention!and!criticism.88!Individuals!working!inside!it,!particularly!staff!





















































have! struggled! to!mount! a! united! advocacy! front.! Despite! sharing! roughly! the! same! overall!

















Alongside! these! dynamics! is! a! more! general! “void”:! the! absence! of! the! High! Institute.!
Establishment!of! this! oversight!body! is! the!main!priority! for! local! judges! and! judicial! reform!
experts.99!An!initial!enabling!law!was!rejected!in!the!Constituent!Assembly!in!2012!due!to!concerns!















its! objectives! were! primarily! commercial! in! nature,! and! not! oriented! toward!major! reform.!
Transformation!of!the!judiciary!as!a!whole!has!since!become!a!priority.!In!October!2012,!the!EU!
offered!a!€25!million!program!aimed!at!promoting!judicial!independence!and!protection!of!human!
rights.! In!parallel,! the!UN!Development!Programme! (UNDP)!has!assisted! intensively!with! the!
Justice! Ministry! to! draft! a! strategic! reform! plan;! it! and! the! OHCHR! have! worked! jointly! to!
encourage! the! ministry! to! launch! its! National! Consultation;! the! Council! of! Europe’s! Venice!
Commission! is!helping! it!craft!criteria! for! judicial!appointments,!as!well!as!assisting!the!SMT;!
Germany’s!Hanns!Seidel!Foundation!contributes!expertise!to!civil!society!groups,!including!the!
AMT;! the!American!Bar!Association! (ABA)!and!Avocats!Sans!Frontières! (ASF)!are! focusing!on!
strengthening!lawyers’!skills!and!collaboration;!and!a!host!of!others!–!including!the!International!











very! interested! in! our!work! in! the! deep! interior! regions! of! the! country,! but! have! come! for!
occasional!seminars!or!diagnostic!types!of!studies”.104!

























SMT! president! Raoudha! Laabidi,! reflecting! overwhelming! respondent! sentiment.! “They! take!
information,!and!then!they!go”.110!)
Coordination!of!international!expertise!presents!another!largely!unmet!challenge,!since!the!actors!
operate! in! fragmented! pods! focusing! alternatively! on! core! judicial! reform! (with! the! Justice!
Ministry),! broader! institutional! reform! (with! the!Ministry! of! Human! Rights! and! Transitional!
Justice),!the!constitutional!framework!(inside!the!Constituent!Assembly)!or!support!for!civil!society!
(with!lawyers’!and!judges’!groups).!Yet!coordination!is!difficult!even!within!these!pods,!as!shown!





















































Structural! obstacles! make! unemployment,! particularly! for! youth,! a! persistent! problem.! In!
interviews,!local!and!international!economists!noted!seven!principal!obstacles,!some!of!which!are!























young!person!because! you’re!not! seen!as! serious,! competent!or!bankable”.122!Mohamed!Ali!
Chebâane!of!the!Maghreb!Enterprise!Development!Initiative!(MEDI),!an!organisation!working!to!
support! youth! entrepreneurship! in! the! region,! similarly! noted! that! banks! “still! see! young!
entrepreneurs!as!people!who!can’t!make!things!happen”.123!!








































Tunisian!civil! society!more!economically! literate,! rather! than!waiting!until! the!economy’s!big!
structural!challenges!are!resolved.!!





































youth! employment! and! interior! development! in! the! long! run.! “It’s!more! important! to! build!

















correlation! to! the! job! market,! however,! few! internationals! are! engaged.141! “It’s! offBputting!
because!these!issues!require!such!sustained!attention,!and!they!don’t!seem!to!stand!out!as!much!
to!international!actors”,!noted!Anas!Elmelki,!coordinator!of!Mercy!Corps’s!office!in!Gafsa.!“After!
all,! unemployed! graduates! aren’t! just! a! problem! in! Tunisia”.142! In! the! opinion! of! Manouba!
University!professor!Faiza!Derbel,!“the!internationals!probably!just!don’t!see!the!university!as!a!
force!or!priority!site!of!transition”.143!!
Many! Tunisians! stressed! that! internationals! should! do!more! bottomBup! projects!with! young!
people.! “Just! spending! time!with! them! and! showing! consideration! helps! create! the! idea! of!
change”,!said!Mercy!Corps’s!Bertrand!Effantin.!“You!say!‘what!if?’!to!them!and!it’s!the!beginning!
of! the!end!of! exclusion”.144! Locals,! however,! commented! that! attention!on! issues! like! youth!
entrepreneurship!often!consists!of!oneBoff!projects.!“There!are!training!workshops!and!discussions!
at!restaurants!and!nothing!else”,!said!M’nasri,!describing!the!experience!in!Gafsa.!“They!come!to!
discuss,! train,! then!nothing.! It’s! always! the! same”.145!Most! international! initiatives! on! youth!
employment,!including!Mercy!Corps’s,!are!just!emerging!from!preliminary!diagnostic!research,!so!
cannot!yet!be!judged.!Aside!from!Souk!AtBtanmia,!most!still!have!low!visibility.!























an! early! World! Bank! project! that! gave! funds! to! jobless! youth! who! met! certain! conditions.!
Introduced! during! the! interim! government! of! Prime!Minister! Béji! Caïd! Essebsi,! it! has! been!
criticised! for! incentivising!recipients! to!remain!unemployed,!since! it!grants!200!dinars! (€100)!






























































secularist! divide,! a! stillBincomplete! constitutionBmaking! process,! and! an! uncertain! elections!
schedule.!The!“technical”!nature!of!many!issues!handled!in!the!transition’s!first!phase!–!around!
which! internationals!could!often!quickly!transfer!knowledge!–!has!also! largely!run! its!course.!
Tunisia!is!entering!the!period!when!longerBterm,!harderBtoBidentify!“adaptive”!challenges!come!to!
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the! fore.! These! require! changes! in! values! and! roles,! not! just! laws;! involve!more! integrated!
policymaking;!generate!more!resistance;!and!depend!more!on!trial!and!error!than!formulas.!!




Based! on! findings! directly! generated! through! this! research,! below! are! forwardBlooking!


















































































the!Ministry!of!Human!Rights!and!Transitional! Justice!comprising!six!national!NGOs!and!the! International!Center! for!













Filling!their!vacated!posts!is!difficult,!given!limited!human!and!financial!resources.!!32!IFIT!interview!with!Alya!Bettaïeb,!Ministry!of!Investment!and!International!Cooperation,!9!January!2013.!33!IFIT!interview!with!ministerial!official,!December!2012.!34! IFIT! interview!with! JamelBEddine!Gharbi,!Minister!of!Regional!Development!and!Planning,!4!February!2013.!Many!
Tunisians!interviewed!used!the!words!“machine”!or!“mechanism”!to!refer!to!the!international!assistance!apparatus.!!35!IFIT!interview!with!Employment!Ministry!official,!February!2013.!36!See,!eg,!“Most!Muslims!Want!Democracy,!Personal!Freedoms,!and!Islam!in!Political!Life”,!Pew!Research!Center!(10!July!
2012):!“Majorities!also!cite!the!freedom!to!openly!criticize!the!government!(64%)!and!having!a!media!that!can!report!news!
















situation!regarding!journalist!training!“beyond!control”.!IFIT!interview,!18!December!2012.!52!IFIT!interview!with!Larbi!Chouika,!instructor,!IPSI,!12!December!2012.!53! IFIT! interview!with!Marwan!Maalouf,! Tunisia!Project!Manager,! Institute! for!War!and!Peace!Reporting! (IWPR),!13!
























































































































expert assistance delivered to
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Expert Assistance on Judicial Reform
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